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 DATASHEETS
� e warriors, monsters and war machines that � ght for control of the galaxy are incredibly diverse, each with 
their own style of waging war. Each unit has a datasheet that lists the characteristics, wargear and abilities of 
the models in that unit – here we explain what some of it means, while the core rules (over the page) explain 
how it’s all used in the game.

1. Unit Name
Models move and �ght in units, 
which can have one or more models. 
Here you’ll �nd the name of the 
unit.

2. Battle�eld Role
�is is typically used when making 
a Battle-forged army (pg 240).

3. Power Rating
�e higher this is, the more 
powerful the unit! You can 
determine the Power Level of your 
entire army by adding up the Power 
Ratings of all the units in your 
army. 

4. Pro�les
�ese contain the following 
characteristics that tell you how 
mighty the models in the unit are:

Move (M): �is is the speed at 
which a model moves across
the battle�eld.

Weapon Skill (WS): �is tells you 
a model’s skill at hand-to-hand 
�ghting. If a model has a Weapon 
Skill of ‘-’ it is unable to �ght in 
melee and cannot make close 
combat attacks at all.

Ballistic Skill (BS): �is shows how 
accurate a model is when shooting 

with ranged weapons. If a model 
has a Ballistic Skill of ‘-’ it has no 
pro�ciency with ranged weapons 
and cannot make shooting attacks 
at all.

Strength (S): �is indicates how 
strong a model is and how likely it is 
to in�ict damage in hand-to-hand 
combat.

RF Strength may be subsituted 
with the unit’s Toughness 
characteristic for the purposes 
of resolving rules that require 
a Strength value (e.g. web 
pistols).
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Toughness (T): �is re�ects
the model’s resilience against physical 
harm.

Wounds (W): Wounds show how much 
damage a model can sustain before it 
succumbs to its injuries.

Attacks (A): �is tells you how many 
times a model can strike blows in hand-
to-hand combat.

Leadership (Ld): �is reveals how 
courageous, determined or self-controlled 
a model is.

Save (Sv): �is indicates the protection a 
model’s armour gives.

5. Unit Composition
�is tells you what models are in the unit.

6. Wargear
�is covers the basic weapons and 
equipment the models are armed with.

7. Abilities
Many units have exciting special abilities 
that are not covered by the core rules; 
these will be described here.

8. Weapons
�e weapons that a unit comes equipped 
with are described using a set of 
characteristics as follows:

Range: How far the weapon can shoot. 
Weapons with a range of ‘Melee’ can only 
be used in hand-to-hand combat. All 
other weapons are referred to as ranged 
weapons.

Type: �ese are all explained under the 
Shooting and Fight phases of the core rules.

Strength (S): How likely the weapon is to 
in�ict damage. If a weapon’s Strength lists 
‘User’, it is equal to the wielder’s current 
Strength. If a weapon lists a modi�er 
such as ‘+1’ or ‘x2’, you should modify 
the user’s current Strength characteristic 
as shown to determine the weapon’s 
Strength. For example, if a weapon’s 
Strength was ‘x2’, and the user had a 
Strength characteristic of 6, that weapon 
has Strength 12.

Armour Penetration (AP): How good it is 
at getting through armour.

Damage (D): �e amount of damage 
in�icted by a successful hit.

Other weapons, for example those a 
unit may take as an optional choice, are 
typically described elsewhere, such as in 
a codex.

9. Keywords
All datasheets have a list of keywords, 
sometimes separated into Faction 
keywords and other keywords. �e 
former can be used as a guide to help 
decide which models to include in your 
army, but otherwise both sets of keywords 
are functionally the same. Sometimes a 
rule will say that it applies to models that 
have a speci�c keyword. For example, 
a rule might say that it applies to ‘all 
ADEPTUS ASTARTES models’. �is 
means it would only apply to models that 
have the Adeptus Astartes keyword on 
their datasheet.
RF A pluralisation (or not) of a keyword 
does make no di�erence to which units 
the rule applies to (e.g. Terminator vs. 
Terminators)

MODIFYING 
CHARACTERISTICS
Some large models’ 
characteristics can change 
as the model su�ers damage 
– look at such a model’s 
remaining wounds and 
consult the appropriate 
row of the chart on their 
datasheet to determine its 
current characteristics.

You may also encounter 
abilities and rules that 
modify a characteristic. All 
modi�ers are cumulative, 
though you should apply any 
multiplication or division to 
the characteristic (rounding 
fractions up) before applying 
any addition or subtraction.
RF If an ability instructs you 
to resolve an attack with 
a di�erent characteristic, 
change the relevant 
characteristic to the new 
value before applying any 
modi�ers to that new value.

You may encounter a 
characteristic that is a 
random value instead of a 
number. For example, a Move 
characteristic might be 2D6", 
or an Attacks value might 
be D6. When a unit with a 
random Move characteristic 
is selected to move, determine
the entire unit’s move 
distance by rolling the 
indicated number of dice 
(pg 176). For all other 
characteristics, roll to 
determine the value on an 
individual – per-model – 
basis each time the unit 
makes attacks, in�icts 
damage, and so on. Note 
that, regardless of the source, 
characteristics of ‘-’ can 
never be modi�ed, and the 
Strength, Toughness and 
Leadership characteristics 
of a model can never be 
modi�ed below 1.

RF If a random characteristic 
is modi�ed through any 
rule, any such modi�cation 
is applied a�er the random 
result is rolled. For example, 
the characteristic of a random 
Damage characteristic of ‘D3’ 
would be modi�ed in this 
way: ‘D3+1’.

WARHAMMER 40,000 CODEXES
So now you know what a datasheet is and how it works – in conjunction with
the core rules that follow (plus your Citadel Miniatures, battle�eld, dice and tape 
measure, of course!), you’ve got everything you need to start playing games of 
Warhammer 40,000 and dive into epic battle.

But where do you �nd datasheets? Well, when you buy a box of Citadel Miniatures 
they’ll be in the box with them, and they are also present in codexes. A codex is the 
ultimate resource for your chosen army (or armies!), containing datasheets for all 
the miniatures that are part of a particular Faction. But that’s not all – in codexes 
you’ll also �nd army-speci�c special rules that re�ect the character of the army, 
exciting Warlord Traits, Stratagems, wargear, and even unique relics.

Each codex is also �lled with a wealth of inspirational background material, 
organisational information, stunning art and miniatures photography, colour 
guides and heraldry, all of which provide context for how a Faction works in the 
Warhammer 40,000 universe. Head over to games-workshop.com to �nd out more.
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 CORE RULES
Warhammer 40,000 puts you in command of a force of mighty warriors and war 
machines. � e core rules on these pages contain everything you need to know in 
order to use your Citadel Miniatures collection to wage glorious battle across the 
war-torn galaxy.

MODELS & DATASHEETS
�e rules and characteristics for all 
models, and some terrain features, are 
presented on datasheets, which you will 
need in order to use the models in battle.

UNITS
Models move and �ght in units, made 
up of one or more models. A unit must 
be set up and �nish any sort of move as a 
RF single group, with every model within 
2" horizontally, and 6" vertically, of at 
least one other model from their unit: 
this is called unit coherency. If anything 
causes a unit to become split up during 
a battle, it must re-establish its unit 
coherency the next time it moves.

DC If a unit that has become split up 
during battle cannot re-establish unit 
coherency the next time it moves (RF

including pile-in and consolidation 
moves), the unit cannot move at all.
RF �e unit can choose to remain 
stationary.

RF Some rules allow to add models to a 
unit during the battle. Unless otherwise 
stated, these new models are placed 
anywhere that is more than 1" from 
any enemy model and still within unit 
coherency of a model in its own unit that 
was itself on the battle�eld at the start of 
the phase in which the new model was 
created. Note that if you cannot set up 
a new model on the battle�eld because 
there is no room, it is simply not set up.

DISTANCES
Distances in Warhammer 
40,000 are measured in 
inches (") between the 
closest points of the bases 
of the models you’re 
measuring to and from. If a 
model does not have a base, 
such is the case with many 
vehicles, measure to and 
from the closest point of 
that model’s hull instead.
DC �e hull of these models 
refers to the main body 
of the model. It does not 
include things such as 
turrets, sponsons, aerials, 
banners, spikes etc.
You can measure distances 
whenever you wish.

RF Within x"
A distance up to and 
including x".

RF Wholly within / 
within x"
If a rule says it a�ects units 
that are ‘wholly within’ then 
it only applies if every part 
of every model’s base (or 
hull) in that unit is within. 
If a rule says it a�ects units 
that are ‘within’, however, 
then it applies so long as any 
part of any model’s base (or 
hull) in that unit is within. 
If a rule says it a�ects units 
if every model in that unit is 
‘within’ then applies so long 
as any part of every model’s 
base (or hull) is within.

RF Nearest model / unit
If two models / units are 
equidistant, the player 
controlling the unit that is 
using the rule decides which 
is nearest, unless stated 
otherwise.
If neither player controls 
the origin of the rule in 
question (e.g. if a mission’s 
rules include gigantic 
rocks that are crashing 
indiscriminately into the 
battle�eld) then the players 
should roll o�. Whoever 
wins decides which unit/
model is nearest.

THE
BATTLEROUND
Warhammer 40,000 is played in 
a series of battle rounds. During 
each battle round, both players 
have a turn. �e same player 
always takes the �rst turn in each 
battle round – the mission you are 
playing will tell you which player 
this is. Each turn consists of a 
series of phases, which must be 
resolved in order. �e phases are as 
follows:

1. MOVEMENT PHASE
Move any units that are 
capable of doing so.

2. PSYCHIC PHASE
Psykers can use powerful 
mental abilities.

3. SHOOTING PHASE
Your units may shoot
enemy units.

4. CHARGE PHASE
Your units may move into close 
combat against enemy units.

5. FIGHT PHASE
Both players’ units pile in and 
attack with melee weapons.

6. MORALE PHASE
Test the courage of
depleted units.

Once a player’s turn has ended, 
their opponent then starts their 
turn. Once both players have 
completed a turn, the battle round 
has been completed and the next 
one begins, and so on, until the 
battle is concluded.

RF No phases in a turn may be 
skipped, and all parts of each phase 
must be played out.

 Dice
Warhammer 40,000 uses six-sided 
dice, sometimes abbreviated to D6. 
Some rules refer to 2D6, 3D6 and so 
on – in such cases, roll that many 
D6s and add the results together. If 
a rule requires you to roll a D3, roll 
a dice and halve the total. When 
halving any dice roll, round fractions 
up before applying modi�ers (if 
any) to the result. All modi�ers are 
cumulative. If a rule requires a dice 
roll of, for example, 3 or more, this is 
o�en abbreviated to 3+.
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 1. MOVEMENT PHASE
Start your Movement phase by picking 
one of your units and moving each model 
in that unit until you’ve moved all the 
models you want to. You can then pick 
another unit to move, until you have 
moved as many of your units as you wish. 
No model can be moved more than once 
in each Movement phase.
E No part of a model or its base can be set up 
or moved over the edge of the battle�eld.

Moving
A model can be moved in any direction, 
to a distance, in inches, equal to or less 
than the Move characteristic on its 
datasheet. No part of the model’s base 
(or hull) can move further than this. It 
cannot be moved through other models 
or through terrain features such as walls, 
but can be moved vertically in order to 
climb or traverse any scenery.

FLY
E If the datasheet for a model says it 
can Fly, then during the Movement 
phase it can move across models 
as if they were not there, and when 
moving across terrain features, 
vertical distance is not counted 
against the total it can move (i.e. 
moving vertically is free for this 
model in the Movement phase). If 
the datasheet for a model says it 
can Fly, then during the Charge 
phase it can move across models 
(other than Buildings) as if they 
were not there.

Minimum Move
Some models that can FLY have a Move 
characteristic consisting of two values. 
�e �rst is the model’s minimum speed 
– in the Movement phase, all parts of the 
model’s base must end the move at least 
that far from where they started. �e 
second is its maximum speed – no part 
of the model’s base can be moved further 
than this. If a model cannot make its 
minimum move, or is forced to move o� 
the battle�eld because of its minimum 
speed, it is destroyed and removed from 
the battle�eld – the model has either 
stalled and crashed or been forced to 
abandon the battle.

Enemy Models
All models in the same army are friendly 
models. Models controlled by an opposing 
player are enemy models. When you move 
a model in the Movement phase, it may not 
be moved within 1" of any enemy models.

Falling Back
Units starting the Movement phase within 
1" of an enemy unit can either remain 
stationary or Fall Back. If you choose to 
Fall Back, the unit must end its move more 
than 1" away from all enemy units. If a 
unit Falls Back, it cannot Advance (see 
below), or charge (pg 183) later that turn. 
A unit that Falls Back also cannot shoot 
later that turn unless it can FLY.
RF If a unit starts its Movement phase 
within 1" of an enemy, it can still use a rule 
that removes them from the battle�eld and 
then sets them up again, without being 
considered to have Fallen Back.

Advancing
When you pick a unit to move in the 
Movement phase, you can declare that 
it will Advance. Roll a dice and add the 
result to the Move characteristics of all 
models in the unit for that Movement 
phase. A unit that Advances can’t shoot or 
charge later that turn.
RF If, for whatever reason, the unit 
can move again in the same phase, its 
Move characteristic is still considered 
Advancing and uses the modi�ed Move 
characteristics.
RF Note that a unit cannot Advance more 
than once in the same Movement phase, 
so the Move characteristic of a unit can 
only be modi�ed once in this manner.

Aircra�
If a unit can Fly and it has a minimum Move 
characteristic (or if it has a damage table on 
its datasheet that includes any minimum 
Move characteristics), that unit gains the 
Aircra� keyword. Whenever a model makes 
any kind of move, it can be moved within 
1” of enemy Aircra�, and it can be moved 
across such models (and their bases) as if 
they were not there, but it cannot end the 
move on top of another model (or its base), 
and it cannot end the move within 1” of 
any enemy units.If, when a unit is selected 
to move in the Movement phase, the only 
enemy units that are within 1” of it are 
Aircra�, then it can still make a move (i.e. it 
does not have to Fall Back in order to move).

WOBBLY MODEL 
SYNDROME
Sometimes you may �nd that 
a particular piece of terrain 
makes it hard to put a model 
exactly where you want. If 
you delicately balance it in 
place, it is very likely to fall 
as soon as somebody nudges 
the table, leaving your 
painted model damaged or 
even broken. In cases like 
this, we �nd it is perfectly 
acceptable to leave the model 
in a safer position, as long as 
both players have agreed and 
know its ‘actual’ location. 
If, later on, your enemy is 
considering shooting the 
model, you will have to hold 
it back in the proper place so 
they can check if it is visible.
BF It is not intended to be 
a rule that enables you to 
place a model in a position 
where it could not otherwise 
physically be placed.
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REINFORCEMENTS
Many units have the ability to be set up 
on the battle�eld mid-turn. Typically, this 
happens at the end of the Movement phase, 
but it can also happen during other phases. 
Units that are set up in this manner cannot 
move or Advance further during the turn 
they arrive – their entire Movement phase 
is used in deploying to the battle�eld – but 
they can otherwise act normally (shoot, 
charge, etc.) for the rest of their turn. Units 
that arrive as reinforcements count as 
having moved in their Movement phase for 
all rules purposes, such as shooting Heavy 
weapons (pg 181).

RF It can‘t move or advance for any reason.
Any unit that has not arrived on the 
battle�eld by the end of the battle counts as 
having been destroyed.

RF Some unit can be removed from the 
battle�eld and then sets them up again.
Treat such units as if they are arriving on 
the battle�eld as reinforcements.

REMOVING UNITS / SETTING UP AGAIN
If a rule or ability causes a unit to be removed from the battle�eld 
and subsequently set back up, the following rules apply to that unit:

1. Any rules that are triggered by or apply to units that are ‘set up 
on the battle�eld as reinforcements’ are also triggered by and 
apply to that unit when it is set up on the battle�eld.

2. Models in that unit count as having moved a distance equal to 
their Move characteristic that turn (and so su�er the penalty to 
their hit rolls for moving and �ring Heavy weapons). If the unit 
has a minimum Move characteristic, it counts as having moved 
its maximum Move characteristic.

3. Models in that unit cannot move again during that turn for 
any reason, other than to make a charge move, to pile in, or to 
consolidate.

4. If that unit was within 1” of an enemy unit when it was removed, 
it does not count as having Fallen Back when it is set back up on 
the battle�eld.

5.  If that unit has Advanced during this turn, it still counts as 
having Advanced a�er it has been set back up on the battle�eld.

6. Any destroyed models in that unit when it is removed are still 
destroyed when their unit is set back up on the battle�eld. If 
they were destroyed during this turn, they still count towards 
any Morale tests taken for that unit this turn.

7. Any models in that unit that have lost any wounds do not regain 
those wounds when they are removed, and will still have lost 
them when their unit is set back up on the battle�eld.

8. Any rules that unit was being a�ected by when it was removed, 
and which would continue to a�ect it for a speci�c duration 
(from abilities, Stratagems, psychic powers, etc.), continue to 
a�ect that unit until such a point as they would normally have 
no longer applied. For example, a unit that was within range of 
an aura ability when it was removed would no longer be a�ected 
by that ability if it was set up outside of that aura’s range, 
whereas a unit that was being a�ected by a psychic power that 
lasted until the end of that turn would still be a�ected by it until 
the end of that turn.

Note that points 5-8 do not apply to any unit set up via the Sustained 
Assault rule, any unit that has been added to your army during the 
battle and has been set up (such as those added via the Daemonic 
Ritual ability), or units set up via any of the following Stratagems: 
Fresh Converts (see Codex: Adeptus Mechanicus), Tide of Traitors 
(see Codex: Chaos Space Marines), Unstoppable Green Tide (see 
Codex: Orks), More Where �ey Came From (see Imperium Nihilus: 
Vigilus Ablaze), Send in the Next Wave (Codex: Astra Militarum), 
and Endless Swarm (Codex: Tyranids). �ese Stratagems represent 
new units joining the �ght, rather than the existing units being 
repositioned on the battle�eld. 

RF Disrupting a turn
Some rules allow units to shoot at 
enemy units that have just arrived on 
the battle�eld as reinforcements, as if 
it were the Shooting phase.
All normal restrictions of the 
Shooting Phase apply (e.g. can‘t 
target a CHARACTER if it isn‘t the 
closest visible enemy).
If the unit arriving as reinforcements 
has another unit embarked inside it 
which must disembark a�er it has 
been set up, it only disembarks a�er 
the disrupting rules have been dealt 
with, and therefore can‘t be targeted 
by such rules.
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1. Choose Psyker and Power
Some models are noted as being a 
PSYKER on their datasheet. Psykers can 
manifest their otherworldly abilities and 
attempt to deny enemy sorceries. �e 
powers a psyker knows, and the number 
of powers they can attempt to manifest or 
deny each Psychic phase, are detailed on 
their datasheet.

Psychic Powers
Unless stated otherwise, all psykers know 
the Smite psychic power, listed below. 
Some know other powers instead of,
or in addition to, Smite – the model’s 
datasheets and other supplementary rules 
you are using will make it clear which 
powers each psyker knows. If a psyker 
generates their powers before the battle, 
do so immediately before either player 
starts to deploy their army.

2. Make Psychic Test
A psyker can attempt to manifest a 
psychic power they know by taking a 
Psychic test. To do so, roll 2D6. If the 
total is equal to or greater than that 
power’s warp charge value, the power is 
successfully manifested. A psyker cannot 
attempt to manifest the same psychic 
power more than once in a turn.

3. Deny the Witch Tests
A psyker RF (or another model with the 
ability that allows it to attempt to Deny 
the Witch) can attempt to resist a psychic 
power that has been manifested by an 
enemy model within 24" by taking a 
Deny the Witch test – this takes place 
immediately, even though it is not your 
turn. To do so, roll 2D6. If the total is 
greater than the result of the Psychic test 
that manifested the power, it has been 
resisted and its e�ects are negated. Only 
one attempt to deny each successfully 
manifested psychic power can be made 
each turn, regardless of the number of 
psykers you have within 24" of the enemy 
model manifesting the psychic power.

4. Resolve Psychic Power
So long as the Psychic test was successful, 
the psyker did not die as a result of the 
Perils of the Warp, and the attempt was 
not thwarted by a Deny the Witch test, 
then you may resolve the e�ect of the 
psychic power, which will be described in 
the power itself.

 2. PSYCHIC PHASE RE-ROLLS
E Some rules allow you to re-
roll a dice roll, which means 
you get to roll some or all 
of the dice again. If a rule 
allows you to re-roll a result 
that was made by adding 
several dice together (e.g. 
2D6, 3D6, etc.) then, unless 
otherwise stated, you must 
roll all of those dice again. 
You can never re-roll a dice 
more than once, and re-rolls 
happen before modi�ers (if 
any) are applied.
RF Unless otherwise stated, 
you have to re-roll dice 
immediately a�er rolling 
them.

ROLL-OFFS
Some rules instruct players 
to roll o�. To do so, both 
players roll a D6, and 
whoever scores highest wins 
the roll-o�. In the case of 
a tie, both players re-roll 
their D6; this is the only 
time players can re-roll a 
re-roll – if the second and 
subsequent rolls are also 
tied, keep on rolling until a 
winner is decided.

SEQUENCING
While playing Warhammer 
40,000, you’ll occasionally 
�nd that two or more rules 
are to be resolved at the 
same time – normally ‘at 
the start of the Movement 
phase’ or ‘before the battle 
begins’. When this happens 
during the game, the player 
whose turn it is chooses the 
order. If these things occur 
before or a�er the game, 
or at the start or end of a 
battle round, the players roll 
o� and the winner decides 
in what order the rules are 
resolved.

PSYCHIC SEQUENCE
1. Choose psyker and power
2. Make Psychic test Enemy 

takes 
3. Deny the Witch test
4. Resolve psychic power

Smite
Smite has a warp charge value of 
5. If manifested, the closest visible 
enemy unit within 18" of the psyker 
su�ers D3 mortal wounds (pg 182). 
If the result of the Psychic test was 
more than 10, the target su�ers D6 
mortal wounds instead.

Perils of the Warp
If you roll a double 1 or a double 
6 when taking a Psychic test, the 
psyker immediately su�ers Perils 
of the Warp. �e psyker su�ers 
D3 mortal wounds as the forces of 
the Daemon-haunted warp claw 
at their mind. If the psyker is slain 
by Perils of the Warp, the power 
they were attempting to manifest 
automatically fails and each unit 
within 6" immediately su�ers 
D3 mortal wounds, as the psyker 
is dragged into the warp or else 
detonates in a burst of empyric 
feedback.
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1. Choose Unit to Shoot With
In your Shooting phase you can shoot 
with models armed with ranged weapons. 
First, you must pick one of your units 
to shoot with. You may not pick a unit 
that Advanced or Fell Back this turn, or 
a unit that is within 1" of an enemy unit. 
E Unless otherwise noted, each model in 
the unit attacks with all of the ranged 
weapons it is armed with – if a model in 
the �ring unit has any weapons that can 
only be used once per battle, you can 
choose whether or not the model will �re 
that weapon. A�er all of the unit’s models 
have �red, you can choose another unit to 
shoot with, until all eligible units that you 
want to shoot with have done so.

2. Choose Targets
Having chosen a shooting unit, you must 
pick the target unit, or units, for the 
attacks. In order to target an enemy unit, 
a model from that unit must be within 
the Range of the weapon being used (as 
listed on its pro�le) and be visible to the 
shooting model. If unsure, stoop down 
and get a look from behind the shooting 
model to see if any part of the target is 
visible. For the purposes of determining 
visibility, a model can see through other 
models in its own unit.

Models cannot target enemy units that 
are within 1" of friendly models – the risk 
of hitting your own troops is too great.

3. Choose Ranged Weapon
�e weapons a model has are listed
on its datasheet. If a model has several 
weapons, it can shoot all of them at the 
same target, or it can shoot each at a 
di�erent enemy unit. Similarly, if a unit 
contains more than one model, they can 
shoot at the same, or di�erent targets as 
you choose. E In either case, at the same 
time that you choose targets for the 
shooting unit’s attacks, you must declare 
how you will split the shooting unit’s 
shots; then resolve all the shots against 
one target before moving on to the next.

Number of Attacks
Each time a model shoots a ranged 
weapon, it will make a number of attacks. 
You roll one dice for each attack being 
made. �e number of attacks a model 
can make with a weapon, and therefore 
the number of dice you can roll, is found 
on the weapon’s pro�le, along with the 
weapon’s type. A weapon’s type can 
impact the number of attacks it can make 
(see overleaf).

RF You determine the number of all 
attacks the �ring unit will make against 
the target unit before any attacks are 
made. You don‘t check range or visiblity 
again between attacks of this unit.

 3. SHOOTING PHASE

Characters
Some models are noted as being a 
CHARACTER on their datasheet. 
A CHARACTER can only be 
chosen as a target in the Shooting 
phase if they are the closest visible 
enemy unit to the model that is 
shooting DC (even if the closest 
visible enemy unit can not be shot 
at for whatever reason). �is does 
not apply to CHARACTERS with 
a Wounds characteristic of 10 or 
more, due to their sheer size.

DC Some CHARACTER units 
can include non-CHARACTER
models. �e restrictions on 
targeting CHARACTERS applies 
to a unit whilst any model in 
the unit has the CHARACTER
keyword (and none have 10 or 
more wounds).

FAST DICE 
ROLLING
�e rules for resolving 
attacks (pg 181) have been 
written assuming you will 
make them one at a time. 
However, it is possible to 
speed up your battles by 
rolling the dice for similar 
attacks together. In order 
to make several attacks at 
once, all of the attacks must 
have the same Ballistic Skill 
(if it’s a shooting attack) or 
the same Weapon Skill (if 
it’s a close combat attack). 
�ey must also have the 
same Strength, Armour 
Penetration and Damage 
characteristics, and they 
must be directed at the 
same unit. If this is the case, 
make all of the hit rolls 
at the same time, then all 
of the wound rolls. Your 
opponent can then allocate 
the wounds one at a time, 
making the saving throws 
and su�ering damage 
each time as appropriate. 
Remember, if the target unit 
contains a model that has 
already lost any wounds, 
they must allocate further 
wounds to this model until 
either it is slain, or all the 
wounds have been saved or 
resolved.

AURA ABILITIES
Some units – usually 
CHARACTERS – have 
abilities that a�ect certain 
models within a given 
range. Unless the ability in 
question says otherwise, a 
model with a rule like this is 
always within range of the 
e�ect.

RF Unless stated otherwise, 
bonuses of identical aura 
abilities are not cumulative.

SHOOTING SEQUENCE
1. Choose unit to shoot with
2. Choose targets
3. Choose ranged weapon
4. Resolve attacks

• Make hit roll
• Make wound roll
•  Enemy allocates 

wound
• Enemy makes 

saving throw
• In�ict damage
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Weapon Types
�ere are �ve types of ranged weapon: 
Assault, Heavy, Rapid Fire, Grenade and 
Pistol. A model shooting one of these 
weapons can make a number of attacks 
equal to the number written on its pro�le 
a�er its type. For example, a model �ring 
an ‘Assault 1’ weapon can make 1 attack 
with that weapon; a model �ring a ‘Heavy 
3’ weapon can make 3 attacks, etc.

If a weapon has more than one attack, it 
must make all of its attacks against the 
same target unit.

Each type of ranged weapon also has an 
additional rule that, depending upon the 
situation, might a�ect the accuracy of the 
weapon or when it can be �red. �ese are 
as follows:

ASSAULT
Assault weapons � re so rapidly or 
indiscriminately that they can be shot 
from the hip as warriors dash forwards 
into combat.

A model with an Assault weapon can �re 
it even if it Advanced earlier that turn. If 
it does so, you must subtract 1 from any 
hit rolls made when �ring that weapon 
this turn.

 HEAVY
Heavy weapons are the biggest and 
deadliest guns on the battle� eld, but 
require reloading, careful set-up or 
bracing to � re at full e� ect.

If a model with a Heavy weapon moved in 
its preceding Movement phase, you must 
subtract 1 from any hit rolls made when 
�ring that weapon this turn. 

RAPID FIRE
Rapid Fire weapons are versatile 
weapons capable of aimed single shots at 
long range or controlled bursts of � re at 
close quarters.

A model �ring a Rapid Fire weapon 
doubles the number of attacks it makes 
if its target is within half the weapon’s 
maximum range.

GRENADE
Grenades are handheld explosive devices 
that a warrior throws at the enemy while 
their squad mates provide covering � re.

Each time a unit shoots, a single model in 
the unit that is equipped with Grenades 
may throw one instead of �ring any other 
weapon.

PISTOL
Pistols are carried one-handed and can 
even be used in a melee to shoot at point-
blank range. Many warriors carry one 
as a sidearm, alongside their primary 
weapon.

A model can �re a Pistol even if there are 
enemy units within 1" of its own unit, but 
it must target the closest enemy unit. In 
such circumstances, the model can shoot 
its Pistol even if other friendly units are 
within 1" of the same enemy unit.

RF Each individual model in your unit 
can shoot its Pistols at the closest enemy 
unit, whether it is the unit within 1" of 
the �ring model’s unit or not (in such 
circumstances, the �ring model can shoot 
the closest unit even if other friendly 
units are within 1" of it)

Each time a model equipped with both a 
Pistol and another type of ranged weapon 
(e.g. a Pistol and a Rapid Fire weapon) 
shoots, it can either shoot with its Pistol(s) 
or with all of its other weapons. Choose 
which it will �re (Pistols or non-Pistols) 
before making hit rolls.

 4. Resolve Attacks
Attacks can be made one at a time, or, 
in some cases, you can roll for multiple 
attacks together. �e following sequence 
is used to make attacks one at a time:

1. Hit Roll: Each time a model makes an 
attack, roll a dice. If the roll is equal to 
or greater than the attacking model’s 
Ballistic Skill characteristic, then it 
scores a hit with the weapon it is using. 
If not, the attack fails and the attack 
sequence ends. A roll of 1 always fails, 
irrespective of any modi�ers that may 
apply.

THE MOST 
IMPORTANT RULE
In a game as detailed
and wide-ranging as 
Warhammer 40,000, there 
may be times when you 
are not sure exactly how to 
resolve a situation that has 
come up during play. When 
this happens, have a quick 
chat with your opponent 
and apply the solution that 
makes the most sense to 
both of you (or seems the 
most fun!). If no single 
solution presents itself, you 
and your opponent should 
roll o�, and whoever rolls 
highest gets to choose what 
happens. �en you can get 
on with the �ghting!

RF Instead of shooting
Some abilities are used 
‘instead of shooting’, such as 
Smoke Launchers.

�ese can be used if the 
model using them has 
Fallen Back, Advanced or 
has enemy models within 
1" of it. A model can use 
such an ability so long as 
it does not shoot – it does 
not matter whether this is 
because the model cannot 
shoot or it chooses not to.

RF Shoot again
Some units have an ability 
that allows it to ‘shoot 
twice’.

Unless otherwise stated, you 
can shoot di�erent targets 
each time it shoots. �e 
attacks are resolved back 
to back – resolve the �rst 
shooting attack completely 
before resolving the second.

RF If a model whose attacks always 
hit on a speci�c roll targets a unit 
that can only be hit on a speci�c roll, 
the attacking model’s ability takes 
precedence.
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2. Wound Roll: If an attack scores 
a hit, you will then need to roll 
another dice to see if the attack 
successfully wounds the target. 
�e roll required is determined 
by comparing the attacking 
weapon’s Strength characteristic 
with the target’s Toughness 
characteristic, as shown on the 
following table:

If the roll is less than the required 
number, the attack fails and the 
attack sequence ends. A roll of 1 
always fails, irrespective of any 
modi�ers that may apply.

3. Allocate Wound: If an attack 
successfully wounds the target, 
the player commanding the target 
unit allocates the wound to any 
model in the unit (the chosen 
model does not have to be within 
range or visible to the attacking 
unit). If a model in the target unit 
has already lost any wounds, the 
damage must be allocated to that 
model.

4. Saving �row: �e player 
commanding the target unit 
then makes a saving throw by 
rolling a dice and modifying the 
roll by the Armour Penetration 
characteristic of the weapon 
that caused the damage. For 
example, if the weapon has an 
Armour Penetration of -1, then 
1 is subtracted from the saving 

throw roll. If the result is equal 
to, or greater than, the Save 
characteristic of the model the 
wound was allocated to, then 
the damage is prevented and the 
attack sequence ends. If the result 
is less than the model’s Save 
characteristic, then the saving 
throw fails and the model su�ers 
damage. A roll of 1 always fails, 
irrespective of any modi�ers that 
may apply.

5. In�ict Damage: �e damage 
in�icted is equal to the Damage 
characteristic of the weapon used 
in the attack. A model loses one 
wound for each point of damage 
it su�ers. If a model’s wounds 
are reduced to 0, it is either slain 
or destroyed and removed from 
play. If a model loses several 
wounds from a single attack and 
is destroyed, any excess damage 
in�icted by that attack is lost and 
has no e�ect.

Invulnerable Saves
Some models possess supernatural re�exes or 
are protected by force �elds that grant them an 
invulnerable save. Each time a wound is allocated 
to a model with an invulnerable save, you can 
choose to use either its normal Save characteristic 
or its invulnerable save, but not both. If a model 
has more than one invulnerable save, it can only 
use one of them – choose which it will use. If 
you use a model’s invulnerable save, it is never 
modi�ed by a weapon’s Armour Penetration value.

Terrain and Cover
If DC all models of a unit are at least partially 
on or within any terrain feature, add 1 to its 
models’ saving throws against shooting attacks 
to represent the cover received from the terrain 
(invulnerable saves are una�ected).
DC If not all models of a unit are on or within a 
terrain feature, and it su�ers casualties during 
the Shooting phase, as soon as the last model that 
was not on or within terrain is slain, the rest of 
the unit immediately starts to receive the bene�t 
of cover.

RF Normally, only INFANTRY units gain cover 
for simply being entirely on or within any terrain 
feature. If another unit (VEHICLES, MONSTERS, 
etc.) wants to gain cover, they additionally must 
be at least 50% obscured from the point of view 
of the �rer (note that it doesn’t matter what is 
obscuring the target, only that it is obscured).
DC �ese units also gain cover if they are entirely 
on or within any terrain feature, but not visible to 
the �ring unit at all.

Units gain no bene�t from cover in the Fight 
phase (pg 184).

RF If two enemy INFANTRY units are within 1" of 
each other and in the same piece of terrain, they 
still receive the bene�t of cover against shooting 
attacks made with Pistols by the other unit

 Mortal Wounds
Some attacks in�ict mortal wounds. Each mortal 
wound in�icts one point of damage on the target 
unit. Do not make a wound roll or saving throw 
(including invulnerable saves) against a mortal 
wound – just allocate it as you would any other 
wound and in�ict damage to a model in the 
target unit as described above. Unlike normal 
attacks, excess damage from attacks that in�ict 
mortal wounds is not lost. Instead keep allocating 
damage to another model in the target unit until 
either all the damage has been allocated or the 
target unit is destroyed.
RF If an attack in�icts mortal wounds in addition 
to normal damage, allocate the normal wounds 
�rst, then the mortal wounds (even if the normal 
wound was saved).

E Ignoring Wounds
Some units have abilities 
that allow them to ignore 
the damage su�ered each 
time it loses a wound (e.g. 
Disgustingly Resilient, �e 
Flesh is Weak and Tenacious 
Survivor). If a model has more 
than one such ability, you can 
only use one of those abilities 
each time the model loses a 
wound.
RF �ese abilities can be used 
to ignore wounds in�icted by 
mortal wounds.

RF Modifying Saves
If a model has an ability 
that halves damage su�ered 
(rounding up), halve the 
damage su�ered by each 
attack separately.

If an ability allows to add 1 
to saving throws, it applys to 
both normal saving throws 
and invulnerable throws, 
unless otherwise stated.

 WOUND ROLL
ATTACK’S STRENGTH 

VS TARGET’S 
TOUGHNESS

DS ROLL 
REQUIRED

Is the Strength 
TWICE (or more) 

than the Toughness?
2+

Is the Strength 
GREATER

than the Toughness?
3+

Is the Strength
EQUAL

to the Toughness?
4+

Is the Strength 
LOWER

than the Toughness?
5+

Is the Strength
HALF (or less)

than the Toughness?
6+
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 4. CHARGE PHASE

1. Choose Unit to Charge With
Any of your units within 12" of the enemy in your 
Charge phase can make a charge move. You may not 
choose a unit that Advanced or Fell Back this turn, nor 
one that started the Charge phase within 1" of an enemy.

2. Choose Targets
Once you have chosen an eligible unit, select one or more 
enemy units within 12" of them as the target(s) of the 
charge. Each target unit can then attempt to �re Overwatch.

3. Overwatch
Each time a charge is declared against a unit, the target 
unit can immediately �re Overwatch at the would-be 
attacker. A target unit can potentially �re Overwatch 
several times a turn, though it cannot �re if there are any 
enemy models within 1" of it. Overwatch is resolved like a 
normal shooting attack (albeit one resolved in the enemy’s 
Charge phase) and uses all the normal rules except that a 
6 is always required for a successful hit roll, irrespective of 
the �ring model’s Ballistic Skill or any modi�ers.

RF �e CHARACTER targeting rule of the Shooting 
Phase is not active during Overwatch, meaning you 
can target a charging CHARACTER, even if it isn‘t the 
closest visible enemy.

4. Make Charge Move
A�er any Overwatch has been resolved, roll 2D6. Each 
model in the charging unit can move up to this number 
of inches – this is their charge distance this turn. �e 
�rst model you move must �nish within 1" of an enemy 
model from one of the target units. No models in the 
charging unit can move within 1" of an enemy unit that 
was not a target of its charge. If this is impossible, the 
charge fails and no models in the charging unit move 
this phase. Once you’ve moved all the models in the 
charging unit, choose another eligible unit and repeat 
the above procedure until all eligible units that you want 
to make charge moves have done so. No unit can be 
selected to charge more than once in each Charge phase. 

RF Failing a Charge
If a charge fails, and no models make a charge 
move, they do not count as having charged. As such, 
they cannot be chosen to �ght in the Fight phase 
(and so cannot pile in or consolidate) unless an 
enemy unit moves within 1" of them.
If a unit cannot physically end its charge move 
within 1" of any models from that unit (e.g. the 
enemy unit is entirely on an upper level of a terrain 
feature such as a ruin), the charge fails.

 CHARGE SEQUENCE
1. Choose unit to charge with
2. Choose targets
3. Enemy resolves Overwatch
4. Roll 2D6 and make charge move

Heroic Intervention
A�er the enemy has completed all of their charge moves, 
any of your CHARACTERS that are within 3" of an 
enemy unit may perform a Heroic Intervention. Any that 
do so can move up to 3", so long as they end the move 
closer to the nearest enemy model.

RF You can do this even if your opponent didn’t declare 
any charges.
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 5. FIGHT PHASE

1. Choose Unit to Fight With
Any unit that charged or has models within 1" of an enemy 
unit DC must be chosen to �ght in the Fight phase. �is includes 
all units, not just those controlled by the player whose turn it 
is. All units that charged this turn �ght �rst. �e player whose 
turn it is picks the order in which these units �ght. A�er all 
charging units have fought, the players alternate choosing 
eligible units to �ght with (starting with the player whose turn 
it is) until all eligible units on both sides have fought once each. 
No unit can be selected to �ght more than once in each Fight 
phase. DC No eligible unit can ‘pass’ on �ghting. If one player 
runs out of eligible units, the other player completes all of their 
remaining �ghts, one unit a�er another. A �ght is resolved in 
the following steps:

2. Pile In
You may move each model in the unit up to 3" – this 
move can be in any direction so long as the model ends 
the move closer to the nearest enemy model.
DC Models can choose not make a pile in move.
DC Models in base-to-base contact cannot make a pile in 
move at all, as they can‘t �nish the move closer to the 
nearest enemy model.

3. Choose Targets
First, you must pick the target unit, or units, for the attacks. 
To target an enemy unit, the attacking model must either 
be within 1" of that unit, or within 1" of another model 
from its own unit that is itself within 1" of that enemy unit. 
�is represents the unit �ghting in two ranks. Models that 
charged this turn can only target enemy units that they 
charged in the previous phase.
If a model can make more than one close combat attack 
(see right), it can split them between eligible target units as 
you wish. Similarly if a unit contains more than one model, 
each can target a di�erent enemy unit. E In either case, at 
the same time that you choose targets for the unit’s close 
combat attacks, you must declare how you will split the 
unit’s close combat attacks; then resolve all attacks against 
one target before moving on to the next.

Number of Attacks
�e number of close combat attacks a model makes against 
its target is determined by its Attacks characteristic. You roll 
one dice for each close combat attack being made.
RF Some weapons grant additional attacks, these grant a free 
attack with the weapon providing the additional attack.

4. Choose Melee Weapon
Each time a model makes a close combat attack, it uses 
a melee weapon – the weapons a model is equipped with 
are described on its datasheet. E In addition to their other 
weapons, all models are assumed to be equipped with a 
close combat weapon, which has the following pro�le:

If a model has more than one melee weapon, choose 
which it will use before rolling the dice. If a model has 
more than one melee weapon and can make several close 
combat attacks, it can split its attacks between these 
weapons however you wish – declare how you will divide 
the attacks before any dice are rolled.

5. Resolve Close Combat Attacks
Close combat attacks can be made one at a time, or
in some cases you can roll the dice for a number of 
attacks together. �e attack sequence for making close 
combat attacks is identical to that used for shooting 
attacks (pg 181) except you use the model’s Weapon Skill 
characteristic instead of its Ballistic Skill to make hit rolls.

6. Consolidate
You may move each model in the unit up to 3" – this 
move can be in any direction so long as the model ends 
the move closer to the nearest enemy model.

RF Fight again
Some rules states that you can choose a unit to ‘�ght 
again’ or ‘�ght twice’. Repeat the entire Fight phase 
for that unit – i.e., choose to �ght with the unit, 
pile in with that unit, choose its target, choose its 
melee weapon, resolve its close combat attacks, then 
consolidate with it. Treat each time the unit is able 
to �ght as a separate unit selected to �ght for all 
purposes.

If a unit that can �ght twice in the Fight phase 
charges one enemy unit and destroys it during their 
�rst ‘�ght’ in the subsequent Fight phase, and then 
consolidates into a second enemy unit, the charging 
unit can only make attacks against the second unit 
if it also declared a charge against it in its charge 
phase.

WEAPON RANGE TYPE S AP D
Close combat weapon Melee Melee User E 0 1

FIGHT SEQUENCE
1. Choose unit to fight with
2. Pile in up to 3"
3. Choose targets
4. Choose melee weapon
5. Resolve close combat attacks

• Make hit roll
• Make wound roll
• Enemy allocates wound
• Enemy makes saving throw
• Inflict damage

6. Consolidate up to 3"
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RF Leadership abilities
Some CHARACTERS  have aura abilities, that allow nearby friendly units to use 
the character’s Leadership characteristic instead of their own. �ere are also lots of 
abilities that modify Leadership characteristics.

You modify the Leadership characteristic �rst, then you use the character’s 
Leadership characteristic instead (this means that the modi�cation will not a�ect 
the unit unless the character’s Leadership has also been modi�ed).

 6. MORALE PHASE
In the Morale phase, starting with the player whose turn it is, players must take Morale 
tests for units from their army that have had models slain during the turn.
To take a Morale test, roll a dice and add the number of models from the unit that have 
been slain this turn. If the result of the Morale test exceeds the highest Leadership 
characteristic in the unit, the test is failed. For each point that the test is failed by, one 
model in that unit must �ee and is removed from play. You choose which models �ee from 
the units you command.

TRANSPORTS
Some models are noted as being a TRANSPORT on their datasheet – these vehicles ferry warriors to the front line, 
providing them with speed and protection. �e following rules describe how units can embark and disembark from 
transports, and how they are used to move their passengers across the battle�eld. Note that a unit cannot both embark and 
disembark in the same turn.

Transport Capacity: All transports have a transport capacity listed on their datasheet. �is determines how many friendly 
models, and of what type, they can carry. A model’s transport capacity can never be exceeded.
When you set up a transport, units can start the battle embarked within it instead of being set up separately – declare what 
units are embarked inside the transport when you set it up.

Embark: E If all models in a unit end their move within 3” of a friendly transport in the Movement phase, they can embark 
within it. Remove the unit from the battle�eld and place it to one side – it is now embarked inside the transport.
RF Units can only embark inside a transport in the Movement Phase, unless a rule speci�cally states that the unit can 
embark inside a TRANSPORT. 

Embarked units cannot normally do anything or be a�ected in any way whilst they are embarked. Unless speci�cally 
stated, abilities that a�ect other units within a certain range have no e�ect whilst the unit that has the ability is embarked 
RF (even if the transport has the Open-topped ability). RF If a transport moves, any models embarked inside it count as also 
having moved.

If a transport is destroyed, RF if it has the Explodes ability (or equivalent) DC the controlling player rolls to see if it explodes 
and resolve any resulting damage to nearby units. Units being transported are not a�ected as they are not yet on the 
battle�eld.
Any units embarked within it then immediately disembark (see below) before the transport model is removed, but you must 
then roll RF a number of D6 equal to the number of models disembarked in this fashion. For each roll of 1, one model that 
disembarked is slain; RF the controlling player may choose which model.
RF �en remove the destroyed transport model.

E Units cannot declare a charge during the same turn that they disembarked from a destroyed transport.

Disembark: Any unit that begins its Movement phase embarked within a transport can disembark before the transport 
moves. When a unit disembarks, set it up on the battle�eld so that all of its models are within 3" of the transport and not 
within 1" of any enemy models – any disembarking model that cannot be set up in this way is slain.

Units that disembark can then act normally (move, shoot, charge, �ght, etc.) during the remainder of their turn. Note 
though,
that even if you don’t move disembarking units further in your Movement phase, they still count as having moved for any 
rules purposes, such as shooting Heavy weapons (pg 181).
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FIGHTING A BATTLE
THE MISSION
Before you can wage war in a game of 
Warhammer 40,000, you must select a 
mission. �e core rules include a single 
mission – Only War – which is ideal to 
get the action started quickly. Others can 
be found elsewhere in this book, in other 
books, or you could play a mission of your 
own creation. If you and your opponent 
can’t agree on which mission to play, both 
players should roll a dice, re-rolling ties, 
and whoever rolls the highest decides on 
the mission.

THE BATTLEFIELD
In the far future, battles are fought across 
an in�nite variety of strange and alien 
planets where no land is le� untouched by 
the blight of war. Crystal moons, derelict 
space hulks, carnivorous death worlds 
and nightmarish Daemon worlds are just 
a few of the fantastical landscapes that 
can be recreated whenever you play a 
game of Warhammer 40,000.

A battle�eld can be any surface upon 
which the models can stand – a dining 
table, for example, or the �oor. We 
typically assume a battle�eld is 6‘ by 4‘
(although some missions will state other 
dimensions), but it should always be large 
enough to accommodate all your models 
– if it is not, simply increase the size of the 
battle�eld.

Unless the mission you are playing 
instructs you otherwise, you should 
then feel free to create an exciting 
battle�eld using any terrain features 
from your collection that you wish. In 
general, we recommend having one or 
two features in each 2‘ by 2‘ area. Don’t 
worry if your battle�eld doesn’t match 
these requirements, but keep in mind 
that playing on very small or very large 
battle�elds, or ones that are either a 
barren wasteland or �lled to over�owing 
with terrain features, may give an 
advantage to one side or the other.

BATTLEZONES & EXPANSIONS
If you are battling in a speci�c battlezone, 
or if you are using a particular expansion, 
there might be additional rules pertaining 
to setting up the battle�eld, and special 
rules that alter how some terrain interacts 
with your warriors. Bear these in mind 
when creating your battle�eld.

THE WARLORD
Once you have mustered your army, nominate one of your models 
to be your Warlord.

If your Warlord is a CHARACTER, it can use a Warlord Trait – a 
preferred tactic or personal ability that marks them out amongst 
their peers. Immediately before either player starts to deploy their 
army, you can roll on the Warlord Trait table here to determine 
what Warlord Trait your Warlord has. Alternatively, choose the 
trait that most suits your Warlord’s temperament or style of war.

WARLORD TRAITS
D3 WARLORD TRAIT

1 Legendary Fighter: If this Warlord charges in the Charge phase, add 1 
to their Attacks characteristic until the end of the ensuing Fight phase.

2 Inspiring Leader: Friendly units within 6" of this Warlord can add 1 to 
their Leadership characteristic.

3
Tenacious Survivor: Roll a dice each time this Warlord loses a wound. 
On a 6, the Warlord shrugs o�  the damage and does not lose the 
wound.
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ONLY WAR

THE ARMIES
In order to play this mission, you must �rst muster an 
army from the miniatures in your collection. You can 
include any models in your army.

Sometimes you may �nd that you do not have enough 
models to �eld a minimum-sized unit (this can be found 
on each unit’s datasheet); if this is the case, you can still 
include one unit of that type in your army with as many 
models as you have available.

THE BATTLEFIELD
Create the battle�eld and set up terrain. �e players 
must then place objective markers to represent sites 
of tactical or strategic import that one or both armies 
are attempting to secure. Objective markers can be 
represented by any suitable marker or piece of terrain. 
Each player must place two objective markers anywhere 
on the battle�eld, so long as they are each at least 10" 
away from any other objective marker. We suggest taking 
turns to place these, starting with whichever player wins 
a roll-o�. A player controls an objective marker if there 
are more models from their army within 3" of it than 
there are enemy models (measure to the centre of the 
marker).

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
Before setting up their armies, both players roll o�. 
�e player who rolls higher then rolls on the primary 
objectives table (see right) to determine which are used 
during the mission.

DEPLOYMENT
Once the victory conditions have been determined, the 
player who did not roll on the primary objectives table 
then divides the battle�eld into two equal-sized halves. 
�eir opponent then decides which half is their own 
deployment zone, and which half is the other player’s 
deployment zone.

�e players then alternate deploying their units, one 
at a time, starting with the player who did not pick 
their deployment zone. Models must be set up in their 
own deployment zone, more than 12" from the enemy 
deployment zone. Continue setting up units until both 
players have set up all the units in their army, or you 
have run out of room to set up more units.

POWER LEVEL
Before battle begins, determine each army’s Power Level 
by adding together the Power Ratings of all the units set 
up in that army; whichever player has the lowest is the 
Underdog. If both have the same Power Level, the player 
who assigned the deployment zones is the Underdog.

If the di�erence between the Power Levels of the
two armies is 10 to 19, the Underdog receives one 
Command re-roll; if the di�erence is 20 to 29, the 
Underdog receives two Command re-rolls, and so on. 
Each Command re-roll can be used once, at any point 
during the battle, to re-roll a single dice.

FIRST TURN
�e Underdog chooses who has the �rst turn.

BATTLE LENGTH
�e battle lasts for �ve battle rounds, or until one army 
has slain all of its foes.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
If one army has slain all of its foes, it immediately wins 
a major victory. Otherwise, at the end of the battle, the 
player who has the most victory points wins a major 
victory. If both players have the same number of victory 
points at the end of the battle, the Underdog wins a 
minor victory.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
D3 VICTORY CONDITIONS

1
Slay and Secure: At the end of the battle, each objective 
marker is worth 2 victory points to the player who 
controls it. Players also earn D3 victory points if the op-
posing army’s Warlord was slain during the battle.

2

Ancient Relic: At the start of the � rst battle round, but 
before the � rst turn begins, randomly select one objec-
tive marker; remove the other objective markers from
the battle� eld. At the end of the battle, the remaining 
objective marker is worth 6 victory points to the player 
who controls it.

3
Domination: At the end of each turn, each objective 
marker is worth 1 victory point to the player who con-
trols it. Keep a running score from turn to turn.

� e time has come to prove your worth as the greatest warlord in the galaxy! All that stands between you and 
ultimate glory is an enemy army bent upon your destruction.
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FOR MORE THAN A HUNDRED CENTURIES THE 
EMPEROR HAS SAT IMMOBILE ON THE GOLDEN 

THRONE OF EARTH. HE IS THE
MASTER OF MANKIND BY THE WILL OF THE 
GODS AND MASTER OF A MILLION WORLDS 

BY THE MIGHT OF HIS INEXHAUSTIBLE 
ARMIES. HE IS A ROTTING CARCASS WRITHING 
INVISIBLY WITH POWER FROM THE DARK AGE 
OF TECHNOLOGY. HE IS THE CARRION LORD 
OF THE IMPERIUM, FOR WHOM A THOUSAND 
SOULS DIE EVERY DAY, FOR WHOM BLOOD IS 
DRUNK AND FLESH EATEN. HUMAN BLOOD 
AND HUMAN FLESH – THE STUFF OF WHICH 

THE IMPERIUM IS MADE. TO BE A MAN IN 
SUCH TIMES IS TO BE ONE AMONGST UNTOLD 

BILLIONS. IT IS TO LIVE IN THE CRUELLEST AND 
MOST BLOODY REGIME IMAGINABLE. THIS IS 

THE TALE OF THOSE TIMES.

IT IS A UNIVERSE YOU CAN LIVE TODAY –
IF YOU DARE – FOR THIS IS A DARK AND 

TERRIBLE ERA WHERE YOU WILL FIND LITTLE 
COMFORT OR HOPE. IF YOU WANT TO TAKE 
PART IN THE ADVENTURE, THEN PREPARE 

YOURSELF NOW. FORGET THE POWER OF 
TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE AND COMMON 
HUMANITY. FORGET THE PROMISE OF 

PROGRESS AND UNDERSTANDING, FOR THERE 
IS NO PEACE AMONGST THE STARS, ONLY AN 

ETERNITY OF CARNAGE AND SLAUGHTER AND 
THE LAUGHTER OF THIRSTING GODS.

BUT THE UNIVERSE IS A BIG PLACE AND, 
WHATEVER HAPPENS, YOU WILL NOT

BE MISSED…


